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Why the Town Square?
“Sticks in a bundle are stronger”
African Proverb

Sue DeLopez, APR Managing Director, LATAM and US
Gaytana Carrino, APR Brand Executive Producer, Knowledge Leader Photography & Stock

Triage and Navigate
• Understanding and negotiating cancellation fees for
productions awarded a few weeks ago

• Mitigating any financial risk for recent productions

with assets produced that are not currently relevant

• Exploring production approach alternatives in a

world with limitations for gathering groups of people

• Navigating production insurance coverage for
impacted productions

• Finding existing footage and images to repurpose
• Assessing rights management implications when reusing and re-purposing existing content or stock
footage

• Standing up ‘virtual’ events or product reveals
• Planning and budgeting for production activities in
second half of the year
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80%

of multinationals are
deferring campaigns,
but the same number
are creating new
content in response to
the COVID-19 crisis

The net result of these changes,
however, is a drop in annual
marketing budgets with 57% of
respondents saying they are cutting
spend and 32% showing no change.

Source: WFA Survey on Brands’ response to COVID-19 Crisis, March 25-30 2020; Base: 32 Companies
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On April 9th, 2020, the WFA conducted a global
poll during the webinar titled “Managing your
Global Content Production Initiatives During &
After the COVID-19 Crisis.”

Global Response
to COVID-19

Overall, most respondents reported they are:
1. Decreasing content production spend

Hosted by Laura Forcetti, WFA
Panelists included:

Jillian Gibbs, Founder & Global CEO, Advertising Production Resources
Phil Townend, Chief Revenue Officer APMEA, Unruly
Kristi VandenBosch, President US, OLIVER Agency

2. Shifting their Q2 budgets to focus on
E-Commerce & Social Media
3. Focusing on planning for the future
4. Strengthening their relationships
with production partners

Source: Webinar: Managing your global content production initiatives during
and after the Covid-19 crisis; Base = 44 attendees; Date = April 2020
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Effect on
All APR’s Client
Base

50%
postponed

10%
re-imagined

Among APR clients, globally and across

industries, 87% of all productions
between March and April of this year
have been cancelled, postponed, or
re-imagined in light of the coronavirus.
Of those productions, the majority
either postponed or cancelled.
We anticipate that most marketers are
moving to the re-imagine phase now
as they shift strategies and understand
limitations to content creation.

40%
cancelled
The chart above is based on the 87% that decided
to cancel, postpone or re-imagine.
As of April 3, 2020
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Pivot
Strategies
What are companies
doing?

Planning & Shoot Prep

To be ready for “new normal”

Light/Safe Shooting
Existing Footage

Stock Footage

Re-imagine planned
production & produce
coronavirus responses

Animation & CGI

Brands are still in the midst of
planning their response to the impact
of COVID-19 as consumers adapt and
make the journey from acceptance &
prevention to confinement to eventual
recovery of what will become a “new
normal.” As the current situation rules
out large scale productions, brands are
adapting and repurposing assets.

Illustration

Celebrity VO

“Production planning is critical to strategize how to
produce content in this new environment.”
– Jillian Gibbs
CEO & Founder of APR

Source: The APR Index®
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“Yes, your transformation will be hard, yes, you will feel
frightened, messed up and knocked down, yes, you will
want to stop. Yes, it is the best work you will ever do.”
- Robin Sharma

Thank you
for joining.

Contact

NORTH AMERICA

LATAM

EMEA

APAC

Contact: Bryan Cohen

Contact: Sue De Lopez

Contact: Luke Beauchamp

Contact: Jonathan Parker

BCohen@aprco.com

SDelopez@aprco.com

LBeauchamp@aprco.com

JParker@aprco.com

Global HQ: +1.303.759.2509

+1.210.386.1645

+44.7770.914.117

+65.9669.4718

THANK YOU
+1.303.759.2509

www.aprco.com

Temporary
SAG Waiver

SAG will temporarily refrain on their position that stock
footage is ‘made for advertising,’ and therefore
producers must pay an individual who appears in stock
footage used for commercial purposes, while
discussions with the JPC continue.

During this period:
› The producer will make contributions to the Pension Plan for stock
footage used in a commercial where the individual qualifies as a
principal performer
› The stock footage must be sourced from an independent, third party
house and the stock footage must have been produced on or before
February 1, 2020

› The commercial must engage at least one VO performer under the
Union’s collective bargaining agreement
› If an individual who appears in the stock footage independently
reaches out to the Union to pursue a claim, the Union is free to pursue
on behalf of the individual. The Union will not search out such claims
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Temporary
SAG Waiver re
3rd Party Stock
Footage

SAG has filed numerous claims over Stock Footage in the
recent past.

Effective:
2 April 2020

During this Waiver Period:
SAG will temporarily refrain on their position that stock footage is made for
advertising puzrposes, and refrain from filing claims, provided these waiver
terms are maintained:

Expiry:
14 days from SAG notice
of waiver termination

Screen Actor’s Guild maintains that Stock Footage is made
for an advertising purpose (Section 7 Commercials Contract),
and thus individuals appearing in stock footage should be
paid as OCP. The JPC disagrees with this interpretation.
Signators should consider their usual position and practice
regarding Section 7 before exercising this waiver.

› The Producer will make P&H contributions (only) for each individual appearing in the
stock footage who would qualify as OCP.
› The stock footage must be sourced from an independent, third party house and must
have been produced on or before February 1, 2020

› The commercial into which the stock was incorporated engaged at least one VO
performer under the Union’s CBA
› If an individual who appears in the stock footage independently reaches out to the
Union to pursue a claim, the Union is free to pursue on behalf of the individual. The
Union will not search out such claims.
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Temporary
SAG Waiver re
3rd Party Stock
Footage
Effective:
2 April 2020
Expiry:
14 days from SAG notice
of waiver termination

SAG has filed numerous claims over Stock Footage in
the recent past

Screen Actor’s Guild maintains that Stock Footage is
made for an advertising purpose (Section 7 Commercials
Contract), and thus individuals appearing in stock footage
should be paid as OCP.
JPC disagrees with this interpretation.
SAG and JPC have agreed to a moratorium on stock
footage disagreements with this Waiver.
During this Waiver Period:
SAG will temporarily refrain on their position that stock footage is made for
advertising purposes, and refrain from filing claims provided that the waiver
terms are maintained by producer , including payment of P&H (only) for each
individual that would be categorized as OCP in a SAG Commercial.
Read the waiver here.

Signators should consider their usual position and practice
regarding Section 7 before exercising this Waiver.
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